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Abstract
Using data obtained with the ALEPH detector at the Z resonance, a measure
based on transverse momentum is shown to exhibit a correlation between the two
halves of a hadronic event which cannot be explained by energy-momentum con-
servation, avour conservation, the imposition of an event axis or imperfect event
reconstruction. Two possible interpretations based on existing Monte Carlo mod-
els are examined: a) ARIADNE, with the correlation forming early in the parton
shower and with the transition from partons to hadrons playing only a minor part;
b) JETSET, with the correlation forming at the fragmentation stage.
A correlation technique based on a jet cluster analysis is used to make a com-
parison of the models with the data. It is concluded that both non-perturbative
and perturbative eects make important contributions to the observed correlation.
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1 Introduction
Correlation studies of the hadronization process in high energy e
+
e
 
annihilation can give insight
into the underlying QCD processes and also provide a test of hadronization models. Published
work so far at LEP energies on event correlations has concentrated on aspects of particle
multiplicity and average transverse momentum of charged particles. In addition to their work
on multiplicity correlations, DELPHI [1, 2] examined the correlation between event multiplicity
and average transverse momentum in and out of the event plane. From a classication of events
in terms of the number of jets they concluded that hard gluon radiation was the main source of
the correlation observed. OPAL [3] looked in particular at charged particle correlations between
the two sides of an event (dened by the thrust axis). They also classied events in terms
of numbers of jets nding that, while avour eects were important for the two jet class, the
general correlation could be understood as resulting from a superposition of the dierent n-jet
classes, again a hard gluon eect.
The present analysis follows a somewhat dierent path. The thrust axis is determined and
the event is partitioned by a plane normal to this axis. At this and subsequent stages all particles,
charged and neutral, are included. For each half a new axis is dened by the vector sum of the
momenta over all the particles and the quantity
P
t
=
X
half event
jp
ti
j
is formed, where p
ti
is the transverse momentum of the i
th
particle with respect to the half-
event axis. (Given perfect reconstruction of all particles and absence of initial state radiation,
the thrust axis and the two half axes would coincide). The quantities P
t1
and P
t2
are referred to
as the transverse momenta of the two half-events. The labels 1 and 2 are chosen at random. A
two-jet event will have relatively low P
t
on both sides; one with three jets will be low on one side
and high on the other. Evidence for a signicant positive correlation in transverse momentum
between the two halves, not hitherto reported, is presented and discussed.
Apart from its generality, the use of P
t
as a measure of the behaviour of a half event has
several advantages. It is insensitive to boosts along the axis (provided no particles change
sides) and therefore is not aected by varying energies on the other side; it is collinear safe
which, together with the use of the thrust axis, facilitates a key comparison between parton and
hadron levels and, unlike jet mass, for example, it has good discrimination even for narrow jets.
2 Event Selection and Analysis
The ALEPH detector [4] and its performance [5] are described in detail elsewhere. The analysis
is based on data acquired in 1992 at the Z resonance. Candidate hadron events are required to
have at least ve charged tracks with polar angle  to the beam axis such that: j cos j < 0:95;
the distance of closest approach to the beam axis is < 2 cm; the distance from the vertex to the
interaction point along the beam axis is < 10 cm and there are at least four hits in the principal
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tracking chamber, the Time Projection Chamber. The total visible energy of all such tracks
measured must exceed 10% of the total centre of mass energy. Approximately 700k hadron
events survive these cuts.
Charged and neutral particles are reconstructed as `energy ow objects' [5]. The thrust axis
is required to lie in the range of polar angles from 35 to 145
o
with respect to the beam direction;
events with total energy < 70 GeV are rejected and any remaining 
+

 
pairs are removed by
requiring that at least one side has P
t
> 2 GeV/c.
Figure 1 summarizes the key features of the ALEPH raw data. The comparisonwith JETSET
will be discussed in section 3. Figure 1(a) is a scatter plot of P
t1
v P
t2
. The  pairs have been
included in this plot. The points are largely conned to the triangle bounded by the line
from (0,60) to (60,0). This boundary is mainly an eect of the thrust axis. There is a high
concentration of events along broad bands centred on 6 GeV/c. The average measured P
t
for all
events is about 10 GeV/c. For convenience an event for which both sides have P
t
less than this
average will be referred to as being in the `two jet' region. The P
t
distribution is shown in Fig.
1(b). For reasons explained below, this distribution refers to events in which P
t
< 25 GeV/c on
both sides.
The correlation coecient between pairs of quantities (x; y) is dened as
C(x; y) =
xy   xy

x

y
where 
x
and 
y
are the standard deviations of the x and y distributions (x = y = P
t
,

x
= 
y
= ). The correlation between the two sides of an event is now examined for subsets
of the events that satisfy P
t1
, P
t2
< P
t;max
, Fig.1 (c). With P
t;max
= 60 GeV/c, essentially the
entire data set, there is a positive correlation of about 0.04. As P
t;max
is lowered, C slowly rises
to around 0.08 and remains near this value into the two jet region. The correlation for three
values of P
t;max
(60, 25 and 10 GeV/c) are given in Table 1. The error quoted is statistical.
The rise in C as P
t;max
is reduced in value from 60 GeV/c is easy to understand in terms of the
scatter plot as the cut rst removes the events in the high P
t
corners. The correlation at the
plateau value is the subject of the present paper.
The analysis will concentrate on subsets of events dened by P
t;max
= 25 GeV/c, a cut
chosen to be low enough to be safely inside the triangle seen in the scatter plot but also high
enough to include almost 90% of the data and to make avour and detector eects relatively
small. Furthermore, the density of events in the region of this cut is low, therefore small changes
in measured P
t
have relatively little eect on the sample.
P
t;max
,GeV/c Number of events P
t
GeV/c  GeV/c C(P
t1
; P
t2
)
60 513K 10.0 7.33 0.0440:0014
25 457K 8.69 5.01 0.0840:0015
10 232K 5.90 1.96 0.0730:0020
Table 1. Correlation coecients for three subsets of the 1992 ALEPH data.
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Figure 1(d) shows how the average value of P
t
on one side varies with the value selected for
the other (P
t;max
=25 GeV/c). This function will be written as P
t1
(P
t2
) but the 1 and 2 are
arbitrary and each event contributes twice to the average. It is seen that P
t1
rises by about 1.3
GeV/c until P
t2
reaches about 11 GeV/c above which value the rate of rise is very much reduced.
A rise at low P
t2
followed by a near plateau above 10 GeV/c or so is a recurring theme of this
investigation. The variation of P
t1
with P
t2
is another manifestation of the correlation between
the two sides. While such a plot is of interest, its functional form is strongly inuenced by the
sharp rise and slower fall typical of a P
t
distribution, Fig. 1(b). If, for example, a linear coupling
P
t1
 ! P
t1
+ (P
t2
  P
t1
); P
t2
 ! P
t2
+ (P
t1
  P
t2
) is introduced between two unassociated
half-events, the resulting P
t1
(P
t2
) has the same general behaviour seen in Fig. 1(d). The main
quantitative results will be expressed in terms of values of the correlation at P
t;max
= 25 GeV/c.
Correlations can arise in many ways, ranging from detector eects to conservation laws.
Certain general comments, however, can be made.
The results are found to be insensitive to an increase in the minimum total energy threshold
from 70 to 75 GeV or to a reduction in the polar angular range from 35-145
o
to 45-135
o
. Further
subdivision by polar angle conrms that there is no signicant contribution to the correlation
from the range of polar angles included in the data set.
Forcing an axis on an event can have a large eect, including the introduction of correlations,
with complex high P
t
events (e.g. the boundary triangle in Fig. 1(a)). However the concern
here is with a correlation that remains high down to the two jet region. The axis is used only
to partition the event, a separation that must be nearly unambiguous at the low P
t
end.
Reconstruction errors, missing neutrinos and initial state radiation could be important were
P
t
to be measured on each side with respect to a single axis since if, for any reason, the two halves
of an event were not back-to-back, the compromise axis would lead to a positive correlation.
However, once partitioned, each half is measured with respect to its own axis.
As a consequence of energy-momentum conservation, higher than average P
t
on one side
will normally correspond to higher than average eective mass and therefore lower than average
energy on the opposite side. Since the opposite P
t
also will tend to fall, such a division, if
anything, should lead to a negative correlation. Over the range of interest the variation is small;
the average measured energy opposite P
t
= 3 GeV/c is 45.6 GeV, opposite 11 GeV/c is 44.4
GeV and opposite 20 GeV/c has only fallen to 42.4 GeV.
The correlation was found not to be the result of anomalous or spurious events in the sample.
If the distribution of P
t1
, as in Fig. 1(b), is examined as a function of P
t2
(not shown here), a
general shift to higher P
t1
values is seen as P
t2
is raised from 3 GeV/c to 11 GeV/c, with little
further change up to P
t2
= 25 GeV/c.
3 The JETSET Parton Shower Model
A large sample of Monte Carlo events were generated using the program JETSET 7.3 [6, 7]
which has been tuned to the data [8]. These events were passed through a detailed simulation
of the detector and the analysis chain. They are referred to as `reconstructed' and are used in
3
several ways: as an aid in the investigation of avour eects; to give an estimate of the possible
eect of the ALEPH detector on the correlation; as a source of hadron and parton events for
comparison purposes and nally for a direct comparison with the ALEPH events themselves.
The ALEPH and JETSET P
t
distributions, Fig. 1(b), are in reasonable agreement. Figure
1(c) shows that the full set of JETSET events, i.e. P
t;max
= 60 GeV/c, has a positive correlation
which, like the ALEPH data, rises with falling P
t;max
but remains signicantly below the ALEPH
data for all P
t;max
values above about 10 GeV/c. Clearly there is some correlating mechanism
within JETSET, though it fails to describe the data well when outside the two jet region. Figure
1(d) gives the behaviour of P
t1
as a function of P
t2
: qualitatively JETSET shows the same rise
up to 11 GeV/c and the near plateau above, though the magnitude of the rise, about 1.0
GeV/c, is signicantly smaller and, unlike the data, there is very little variation in P
t
above 11
GeV/c.
Quantitative comparisons at P
t;max
= 25 GeV/c can be made from the rst two rows of
Table 2. Average P
t
is a little higher, and the P
t
distribution a little wider, for the JETSET
events. However, as noted, the main discrepancy lies in the value of C which is about 30% low
in JETSET. The selection of the subset of reconstructed events for which there is no initial state
radiation has only a marginal eect; it raises the value of C to 0.060:0017. The errors quoted
are statistical only.
Accepted events P
t
GeV/c  GeV/c C
ALEPH data 457k 8.69 5.01 0:084 0:0015
JETSET rec. 599k 8.86 5.10 0:059 0:0013
JETSET gen. 606k 8.45 5.07 0:063 0:0013
Table 2. Comparisons of ALEPH data with reconstructed and generated JETSET events. All numbers
quoted refer to the subset of events with P
t1
; P
t2
< P
t;max
= 25 GeV/c.
3.1 Flavour conservation
The events are a mixture of several avours. If there were just two avours, say d

d and b

b,
with a fraction f of d

d and a dierence in average P
t
, P
t;b
  P
t;d
= , then assuming that the
correlation for either avour by itself was small and that changes in  with  could be neglected,
the presence of the mixture would increase the correlation by
C =
f(1  f)
2

2
At  = 5.0 GeV/c, C has a maximum value (f = 0:5) of 0:01 
2
.
When JETSET is used to estimate the detailed variation of P
t
with avour, the only
signicant variation is from b

b events which have a P
t
 +0:70 GeV/c with respect to the
4
others. Direct evidence from the ALEPH data that avour eects are small in the reconstructed
hadron events is obtained by comparing average P
t
for a sample of events within P
t;max
= 25
GeV/c with the P
t
of half events from the same sample opposite a b-tag [9]. A probability of
< 0:001 for a light quark to pass the tagging cut is imposed. A similar comparison is made for
reconstructed JETSET events. The dierence in P
t
is both small and well described by JETSET
(Table 3).
All events Opposite b-tag P
t
dierence
ALEPH 8:71 :012 9:20 :041 0:49 :04
JETSET 8:82 :008 9:37 :033 0:55 :03
Table 3. Average P
t
values for samples of events with and without a b-tag on the opposite side.
A detailed calculation based on JETSET values for all avours gives C = 0:003 for P
t;max
= 25 GeV/c. This is small compared to the observed value of C of 0.084. The sensitivity to a
avour mixture can increase rapidly as P
t;max
, and therefore , is lowered.
3.2 Correcting for Detector eects
JETSET events have been compared at reconstructed and generator level. For generator level,
neutrinos were excluded and all particles with mean lifetimes less than 1ns were forced to decay.
Figures are given in Table 2 for the comparison at P
t;max
= 25 GeV/c; between generation and
reconstruction there is a small fall in C from 0.063 to 0.059.
The information from JETSET events can be used to predict the reconstructed event
correlation for other generators for which a full reconstruction simulation is not available.
Given a class of events that, as generated, lie in a 1 GeV/c box around some (P
t1
; P
t2
), on
reconstruction the same events will give rise to a range of P
t1
; P
t2
values. The assumption is
that this detector transformation is typical of the class. A second generator will, in general,
have a dierent proportion of generated events in the same box. A weight array is formed by
the ratio of the two proportions at each (P
t1
; P
t2
). The corresponding reconstructed JETSET
data set is re-analyzed, each event being given the appropriate weighting to correspond to the
new generator and the resulting correlation determined. The method does not allow for direct
correction backwards from reconstructed to generator level but, as noted, the correction for
P
t;max
= 25 GeV/c is small.
The signicant discrepancy between ALEPH data and JETSET, Fig. 1(c), coupled with the
narrow P
t
distribution, Fig. 1(b), makes a reliable correction for the contribution of detector
eects to a measured correlation dicult. This problem is exacerbated for subsets of the data at
low P
t;max
. Therefore no attempt at a correction is made at other than the standard P
t;max
of
25 GeV/c. One approach is simply to assume that event reconstruction loses a certain fraction
of C, i.e. 0.004 parts in 0.059. This gives a corrected ALEPH value at a P
t;max
of 25 GeV/c
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of 0.089. Another, based on the method described above and probably to be preferred, is to
increase the JETSET correlation by introducing an additional coupling at generator level:
P
t1
 ! P
t1
+ (P
t2
  P
t1
); P
t2
 ! P
t2
+ (P
t1
  P
t2
)
to make a new set to which the weighting technique can be applied. The value of , chosen to
give a new reconstructed value close to that observed, is  = 0.017. This indicates a correction
of +0.007, making a nal corrected value of C = 0:0910:004 where a conservative error of half
the correction has been assumed.
4 Interpretation of the correlation
The correlation is a feature of the set of events as a whole; it is at its maximum value at a
P
t;max
cut which includes nearly 90% of the data. Whatever the source of the correlation, the
eect must be distributed over the set of events; its identication probably is only possible by
comparing the observations with the results obtained via Monte Carlo generators into which
possible hypotheses are incorporated.
The question can be asked `Do the two halves start correlated or is the correlation acquired
during fragmentation i.e. does the correlation appear at the perturbative or at the non-
perturbative level in the generator?' For the perturbative level, there are two possibilities:
matrix element and parton shower. A matrix element approach is limited to O(
2
s
) which
automatically builds in a negative contribution to the correlation - if there are three partons on
one side, P
t
on the other can only be zero. Generally therefore a parton shower treatment is
preferred if this articial bias is to be avoided. For the fragmentation stage the key requirement
for a correlation to be induced is that the presence of a gluon on one side, say side 2, can result
in hadrons on side 1 which carry some fraction of the gluon momentum
1
. Some ways in which
this can happen will be examined.
4.1 Independent fragmentation
The simplest example of a fragmentation-induced correlation is furnished by an independent
fragmentation model (IFM). The jet of particles that result from the fragmentation of a parton
will have an angular spread around the parton momentum vector both from the intrinsic
transverse momentum distribution given to the qq pairs that create the primary hadrons and
from any subsequent hadron decays. The angular spread of the resulting jet may be sucient
for some particles which belong to the fragmentation of one parton to cross over to the other
side. The probability of signicant crossover, and the magnitude of the momentum transferred,
will increase both with the energy of the radiated parton and its angle to the thrust axis, i.e.
with P
t2
.
1
If a small fraction  of a high P
t
system is carried over to the other side, this will contribute a positive
term  (P
t
)((1  )P
t
)  P
2
t
to the correlation; the transfer of an isolated particle with P
t
from one
side to the other will contribute  (P
t
)
2
, clearly negative.
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Tests were made using an IFM conguration of JETSET. The simulation was based on a
matrix element with scale optimization of 
s
and also with energy and momentum conservation.
Parameters were tuned to ALEPH data. In spite of the negative bias from the limitation to
O(
2
s
), the overall simulation gave a correlation at generator level of +0.0680.0015, somewhat
closer to the ALEPH measurement than JETSET parton shower (Table 2). Investigations
showed that the rescaling of 
s
was very important in reducing the negative impact of the
matrix element and that both resonance decays and the jet intrinsic transverse momentummade
important contributions at the fragmentation stage. There was a small but signicant negative
contribution attributed to the method used to force energy and momentum conservation.
The IFM leads to a certain pattern of particle and momentum ow between jets, the same
ow as that which helps to produce the correlation. It is known that the model fails to describe
well the detailed form of such ows and more generally gives a poor t to data at LEP energies.
Given also its theoretical weaknesses, it is not regarded as a good basis for an explanation but
it does give a simple picture of how a correlation can occur.
4.2 The JETSET explanation
Unlike the IFM, the parton shower plus string JETSET, as described in section 3, is known to
give a good description of data over a wide range of phenomena, including interjet particle ow.
Furthermore, investigation will show that the model is rather specic on the crucial eects that
are found to lead to the correlation and gives considerable insight into the processes involved.
In this and the next section the analyses will concentrate on d

d events only, with initial state
radiation switched o. These studies are made at generator level, neglecting detector eects.
To facilitate comparison between partons and hadrons, the same parton level thrust axis is used
to partition both partons and hadrons. None of these simplications has an important eect on
the correlation.
Figure 2(a) shows P
t1
(P
t2
) for d

d under the conditions described and presents two striking
features. Firstly the rise in P
t
below P
t2
= 10 GeV/c for the hadrons, whilst somewhat steeper,
is almost as large as that seen with the full, JETSET reconstructed events (Fig. 1(d)). The
correlation seen in the reconstructed events therefore still is present under these conditions; the
value for the hadrons is C = 0:0540:001 at a P
t;max
of 25 GeV/c and 0:0550:001 at a P
t;max
of 10 GeV/c. The eect appears strongly in the `two jet' class of events with no avour mixture
present. Secondly there is a major clue as to origin in that almost no correlation is seen at
the parton level: C = 0:002 0:001. Although there are several processes that must at some
level lead to a correlation in the parton cascade, such behaviour is not altogether unexpected in
that, after the rst bifurcations on each side, the two quark showers in JETSET start to evolve
independently. The result oers strong evidence that the correlation in JETSET arises almost
entirely at the non-perturbative, fragmentation stage.
The string itself will produce a coupling. Figure 3 shows a d

dg event at a given time after
formation. As the d,

d and g separate, colour forces lead to an expanding string, of tension ,
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shown as a dashed line stretched from d to g to

d. The string break-up probability depends on
elapsed proper time  (and only  , if far from the ends) [10]. Any fragment of the string that
nishes on side 1 will contain some of the gluon momentum, i.e. will introduce a P
t
coupling
from side 2 to side 1. The average magnitude of this coupling can be estimated in terms of ; 
and the gluon energy and angle and compared with the observed average increase in P
t
during
fragmentation. Good agreement is found in the variation of the increase over a range of energies
and angles. In such a model, contributions from resonance decays and momentum uctuations
transverse to the string lead primarily to uctuations around the momentum transferred by the
string and therefore make only a small contribution to the average P
t
.
Full parton showers, of course, are more complicated, with typically 6 partons and a string,
or strings, that can cross more than once. Since the order of the partons along a string is given,
adjacent partons which straddle the divide can be identied. Two cases are considered. The
simpler is a generalization of Fig 3 in which there is a single q on side 1 and possibly several
gluons g
1
g
2
::: on side 2 where, starting from the q, the sux denotes the order along the
string. In this case P
t1
, the average P
t
transfer to the q expected from the string, can again be
estimated directly in terms of the angle and energy of g
1
. The actual P
t1
found for the hadrons
at given P
t1
is plotted against P
t1
in Fig. 2(b). The straight line is drawn with unit gradient;
over most of the range, and for most of the events, the estimate gives a good description of the
coupling. More generally a string will couple g
i
, at polar angle 
i
, on side 1 with g
i+1
, at polar
angle 
i+1
, on side 2. In JETSET the azimuthal angle of gluon emission is randomly distributed
around the direction of a radiating parton. Tests showed that, after azimuthal averaging of g
i
, at
low 
i
the coupling from i+ 1 to i was still close to that expected with a single q on side 1. This
was conrmed with the full JETSET events; as parton-level P
t1
is raised, the change in average
P
t1
in passing from parton to hadron level shows a dependence on the predicted P
t1
similar
to that seen in Fig. 2(b) though with a slowly falling gradient. By combining unassociated half
events and using the predicted P
t
transfers (modied by these gradients), the string couplings
were shown to be adequate to explain the level of correlation seen in the JETSET data.
The `JETSET picture' is therefore that the coupling and ensuing correlation arise primarily
through non-perturbative colour forces between adjacent partons which transfer momentum
between the two sides.
4.3 The ARIADNE explanation
The ARIADNE generator [11] uses the same string routine as JETSET but the parton cascade
starts from the premise that since colour is a conserved quantity the colour dipole, rather than
the parton, should be the independent radiator. A detailed comparison between ARIADNE at
the two gluon level and second order perturbative QCD has been made [12]. It shows generally
good agreement, when averaged over a set of events, with ARIADNE, including the minimum
colour disturbance treatment [11, 12] of the dipole's recoil. This gives some indication that
ARIADNE can be used to extrapolate beyond O(
2
s
).
ARIADNE 4.2 events were directly generated using tuned [8] parameters, again concentrating
on d

d as described above. The main result is shown in Fig. 2(c) and can be directly compared
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with the corresponding Fig. 2(a) for JETSET. The correlations are given in Table 4. The
increase at the fragmentation stage, i.e. from parton to hadron, is similar in magnitude to that
seen with JETSET; this, however, is true only for tuned values. The major dierence is that
the parton level itself shows a substantial correlation, with the ubiquitous rise in P
t1
(P
t2
) with
increasing P
t2
, followed by a near plateau above about 11 GeV/c. There exists therefore the
basis for a perturbative QCD explanation of the correlation.
C
parton
C
hadron
JETSET 0:002 0:001 0:054 0:001
ARIADNE 0:062 0:001 0:116 0:001
Table 4. Correlations for JETSET and ARIADNE d

d partons and hadrons (P
t;max
= 25 GeV/c).
Considering a qq dipole 1-2 (Fig. 4), formed of partons 1 and 2, the radiation of a gluon 3
from such a dipole is described in terms of a quantity p
?
where, for massless quarks,
p
2
?
=
S
23
S
31
S
12
S
ij
being the invariant mass squared of dipole ij. The original 1-2 is replaced by 1-3 and 3-2. If
one dipole radiates a further gluon, parton 4, ordering in p
?
leads to a preference for this gluon
to be radiated by 1-3 rather than 3-2. The centre of mass velocity of 1-3 (opposite parton 2)
will boost 4 and hence tend to transfer momentum from side 2 to side 1. The other feature of
particular importance in the model is that, unlike JETSET, the entire event is considered at each
branching, giving a correlation which can increase signicantly with the number of branchings.
The ARIADNE hadron correlation of 0.116 for d

d is signicantly higher than the value of
0.084 measured in the data. (Table 2). To investigate this in more detail ARIADNE events
were also generated with the full range of avours, initial state radiation and the thrust axis
pertaining to the generator level hadrons. The correlation was found to be 0:126 :001, little
dierent from the d

d above. After correcting for detector eects (section 3.2), this became
0.1150:005. A systematic error in the correction of half its value has been assumed. With the
tuned parameters, ARIADNE clearly predicts too high a correlation between the hadrons.
At the parton level, apart from the assignment of quark masses, ARIADNE has just two
parameters: 
QCD
and the cut-o p
?;min
, with ALEPH values 0.225 and 0.73 GeV respectively.
The value for p
?;min
will depend also on the string parameters chosen to give a good description
of the nal hadrons and must have a certain degree of arbitrariness. Pursuing the perturbative
approach as described by ARIADNE, and invoking Local Parton Hadron Duality (LPHD)[13] as
justication for considering the partons alone, it is interesting to allow the evolution to proceed
further. The eect of varying p
?;min
is shown in Fig. 2(d), with more details in the Table 5.
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p?;min
n
parton
P
t
 C
parton
0.25 21.5 7.88 5.56 0.085
0.30 16.3 7.84 5.59 0.078
0.40 12.0 7.78 5.66 0.071
0.50 9.9 7.71 5.70 0.067
0.75 7.4 7.55 5.87 0.059
1.00 6.0 7.35 6.04 0.051
2.00 4.1 6.52 6.59 0.045
5.00 2.7 4.34 7.04 0.029
Table 5. The behaviour of ARIADNE partons (d

d) as a function of the cut-o p
?;min
. The statistical
error on C is 0:0015.
The correlation does indeed increase steadily as p
?;min
is reduced and it is even possible to
get quite good numerical agreement at the parton level with ALEPH data. Such a result, of
course, can only be indicative of the possible consequences of a full, perturbative approach. The
other noteworthy feature is that a signicant part of the correlation is already present at p
?;min
= 5 GeV/c, i.e. early in the event when the total average number of partons present is only
2.7 - less than an average of one radiated gluon - and also indicates that a proper, perturbative
approach would be expected to give a positive contribution to the correlation in this region.
5 Cluster correlations
In JETSET hadrons and ARIADNE partons there is the basis for two apparently very dierent
kinds of explanation for the correlation. JETSET exemplies a non-perturbative origin; the
main correlation is produced after the end of the parton shower as the hadrons are formed.
In the d

dg event of section 4.2, if the string fragments between the d and the g are shared
equally, each parton acquires particles with a total momentum transverse to itself of the order
of  sin(
g
=2), typically  1 GeV/c, a gure also typical of other non-perturbative eects such
as momentum transverse to the string, or transverse to the parton in IF, or hadron decays. This
can be compared with the much larger p
?
values in the perturbative phase of the event evolution
at which a signicant correlation is formed with ARIADNE partons; p
?
is also closely related to
a transverse momentum. Could the dierence in scale be used to distinguish perturbative and
non-perturbative contributions to the correlation?
The Durham jet cluster algorithm [14] is used to dene a quantity directly sensitive to the
transverse momentum scale. The controlling parameter in the algorithm is y
cut
, y
ij
< y
cut
,
where y
ij
between two particles i and j is dened as
y
ij
=
2minfE
2
i
; E
2
j
g(1  cos 
ij
)
E
2
vis
where E
i
and E
j
are the respective energies of, and 
ij
the angle between, the two particles. E
vis
is replaced by
p
s, the known total energy. The algorithm recombines j, say a string fragment,
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with i provided that
p
y
cut
s > 2E
j
sin(
ij
=2). The four-momentum of the resulting cluster is
taken to be the sum of the four-momenta of i and j (the `E' scheme). The quantity
p
y
cut
s
is written as m
y
; m
y
itself is closely related to the transverse momentum of j with respect to
i. The correlation is examined as a function of m
y
; at an appropriate value of m
y
one could
eectively be studying the correlation at the early parton stage where the dierence in the two
models should be greatest.
The detailed procedure is as follows. Each event is analysed as before. The thrust axis
and P
t
values are determined and events with either P
t
> 25 GeV/c are rejected. The cluster
algorithm is applied at 12 increasing values of m
y
ranging from 0 to 10 GeV. The rst value,
m
y
=0, corresponds to the analysis with hadrons. At each stage the event is partitioned with
respect to the original thrust axis and P
t
determined from the cluster momenta for each half
separately. This results in all in 12 pairs of P
t
values and nally 12 values of C(m
y
) from m
y
=
0 to 10 GeV.
The method was tested, and a suitable range of m
y
identied, by examining the light quark
events. For JETSET this was most conveniently done by extracting the u and d avour events
from the ALEPHMonte Carlo data set. Figure 5(a) shows the correlation coecient as a function
ofm
y
. Looking rst at the partons, the at region at lowm
y
is an artefact of them
min
parameter
(1.9 GeV) which controls the virtuality cut-o and hence terminates the parton shower. As m
y
increases, C becomes negative. This is attributed to an eect of the algorithm which can
transfer particles, and hence P
t
, from one side to the other, giving a negative contribution to
the correlation even when none was previously there. The key point however is that the eect
of the string-induced correlation is largely conned to m
y
< 2 GeV and that above this, apart
from a small oset, the hadron curve does follow the partons.
Similar behaviour can be seen for d

d ARIADNE, Fig. 5(b). Again the dierence between
hadrons and partons is largely conned to m
y
< 2 GeV. On the other hand, pre-clustering at
an m
y
value of 6 GeV for example and then forming the correlation does show a large dierence
between the two models.
Figure 5(c) compares ALEPH data with the full JETSET reconstructed events. As already
seen in Table 2, JETSET is lower than the data atm
y
= 0; in fact it remains signicantly below
the data throughout the range of m
y
. The gure also includes the JETSET events at generator
level. Over most of the range, detector eects lead to a reduction in the correlation of about
0.003, clearly small on the scale of the dierences observed.
The full ARIADNE hadron simulation (all avours) is compared with the data in Fig. 5(d).
The ARIADNE events are uncorrected for detector eects but the dierence between generated
and reconstructed is expected to be small and fairly constant. The full line shows the behaviour
predicted by the pure parton model in which the cascade cut-o is reduced to p
?;min
= 0.30
GeV/c, emphasizing that under these circumstances the partons alone can contain the principal
features and magnitude of the correlation: a rapid variation in what would otherwise be called
the non-perturbative region plus a signicant deeper parton structure.
The dierence C(m
y
) = C
MC
(m
y
)   C
ALEPH
(m
y
) between ALEPH data and Monte
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Carlo is examined in Fig. 6 for three of the simulations shown in Fig. 5. The result for JETSET
shows that there is no evidence fromC
JETSET
of any signicant structure at lowm
y
. Although
JETSET underestimates the value of C it describes well the variation of C withm
y
in the string
region below 2 GeV. This is a clear indication of the importance of non-perturbative QCD eects
in the formation of the observed correlation. The dierence that there is persists over the entire
m
y
range studied, up to 10 GeV, pointing to a lack of correlation at the hard parton level
early in the evolution of the shower and therefore for the need for an important perturbative
contribution to the correlation.
The high level of correlation predicted for ARIADNE hadrons persists throughout the m
y
range, again without any signicant structure in the string region. There remains a large excess
correlation which falls slowly with increasing m
y
, this time indicating too strong a correlation
at the hard parton level.
Though it still has a discrepancy at high m
y
, the pure parton cascade generated by
ARIADNE with a p
?;min
cut-o of 0.3 GeV/c - a model one might refer to as `naive LPHD' -
is, if anything, the closest of the three to describing the data but evidently lacks some of the
correlation introduced in JETSET by a string.
6 Conclusions
A signicant, positive, transverse momentum correlation which cannot be explained by energy-
momentum conservation, avour conservation, the imposition of an event axis or imperfect event
reconstruction, exists between the two sides of hadron events.
A similar type of correlation is found in reconstructed JETSET events. For the chosen data
set with a P
t;max
= 25GeV/c, the correlation has a magnitude of about 2/3 of that seen in the
ALEPH data. Within the context of the model, the correlation is shown to be largely attributable
to momentum coupling via the non-perturbative Lund `string'; the correlation develops in the
nal stages of an event as the coloured partons separate. An alternative description based on
independent fragmentation, in which the hadrons from a parton jet on one side cross over to the
other, can also generate the correlation.
Studies with the ARIADNE generator, in which the parton shower develops as a whole,
indicate an important contribution to the correlation at the parton, or perturbative level. The
hadron correlation predicted by ARIADNE is too high, about 30% above the measured value.
The parton correlation is such that by allowing the parton cascade to develop further, it is
possible to produce, at the parton level alone, a value close to the required magnitude i.e.
without any string or other non-perturbative eect.
A technique in which the correlation is examined as a function of a jet-clustering parameter
m
y
=
p
y
cut
s is introduced and is applied to the three models: JETSET hadrons; ARIADNE
hadrons and the ARIADNE parton cascade. The results give further insight into the strengths
12
and failures of the models in describing the data. It is concluded that both non-perturbative
and perturbative eects make important contributions to the observed correlation.
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Figure 1: 1992 ALEPH data and reconstructed JETSET events. a) Scatter plot of P
t1
versus P
t2
for ALEPH data. b) P
t
distribution for events with P
t1
; P
t2
< 25 GeV/c. c)
Correlation as a function of P
t;max
when only events with P
t1
; P
t2
< P
t;max
are accepted.
d) Average P
t1
as a function of P
t2
for the events in (b).
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dg event. The dashed line represents the string.
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Figure 4: Dipoles in ARIADNE. The dashed line represents the radiation of a second
gluon.
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Figure 5: Application of the Durham jet cluster algorithm to JETSET, ARIADNE
and ALEPH data showing how the P
t
correlation (P
t;max
= 25 GeV/c) varies with
m
y
=
p
s:y
cut
. a) JETSET uu + d

d partons and generator-level hadrons. b) Similar
to a) for ARIADNE. c) Comparison of ALEPH data and the full reconstructed JETSET
events (all avours), also the corresponding generator level. d) ALEPH data and generator
level ARIADNE hadrons (all avours), also a pure parton model with p
?;min
= 0.3 GeV
(full line).
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Figure 6: The correlation dierence C = C
MC
  C
ALEPH
for JETSET reconstructed
events, ARIADNE hadrons and ARIADNE partons with p
?;min
= 0.30 GeV
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